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Global policy context
• UN Sustainable Development Goal 11: Make cities and
human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
• Target: provide access to safe, affordable, accessible and
sustainable transport systems for all, improve road safety,
notably by expanding public transport, with special attention
to the needs of those in vulnerable situations, women,
children, persons with disabilities and older persons
• Indicator 11.2.1: the proportion of population that has
convenient access to public transport, by age group, sex, and
persons with disabilities

Defining 'convenient access to public transport'
• UN-Habitat methodology
• Core indicator: share of population having access to a
public transport stop within 500 m walking
distance via the street network
• Suggestions for additional indicators assessing level of
service, performance, convenience, etc.

• Exchange of ideas and experiences on
indicator development
• UN-Habitat, ITF, OECD, EC, World Bank, UITP, etc.
• Expert group meetings (e.g. Berlin 2017, Brussels 2019)

Computing the core indicator: state of play

• UN-Habitat collects data for cities globally
• Role of EC DG REGIO
• Experience in developing indicators on access to urban public
transport
• Adapting the DG REGIO methodology to make it compliant with
the UN-Habitat indicator definition
• Producing the core indicator for European cities
•
•

Timetable and stops location data from official sources
OpenStreetMap stops location data

• Developing additional indicators, consistent with the core indicator

Population with access to a public transport
stop within 500 m
• Computed for nearly 700 cities
• Access to a stop usually not
problematic in European cities
• Share exceeds 95% in almost half of
the cities
• Only 22 cities with a share below 80%
• Shares somewhat drop if Functional
Urban Areas taken into account

• Some additional indicators
needed

To which level of services frequency do people
have easy access?

• A typology of frequency of departures at nearby
stops
• 500 m to bus or tram stop
• 1 km to metro or train
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Population with (very) high frequency of
departures within walking distance

• Data for more than 450 cities
• High population shares in
many large cities; lower
shares in cities in NL, UK, IE
• Share varies from 13.6 % (P5)
to 90.6% (P95)

How does the transport system perform?

• Vehicle km travelled (per inhabitant)
• Average speed of vehicle trips within the city
• Performance in providing access to destinations
• Comparing accessibility with proximity

Vehicle km travelled per inhabitant

• All trips within the city,
between 6:00 and 20:00
• Varies between 5.2 (P5) and
20.7 (P95) km/1000 inh.
• Not dependent on size of the
city
• Split by mode informs about
the relative importance of bus,
tram, metro and train in a city

Speed of vehicle trips

• Estimate assuming a straight
line between two subsequent
stops (thus the actual speed
will be somewhat higher)
• Average (all modes) between
12.2 (P5) and 20.8 km/h
(P95)
• Results per mode show wide
variety, even for metro
systems

Accessibility, proximity and transport
performance

• Performance of the system in providing access to
urban population
• Performance is defined as accessibility divided by
proximity:
Population accessible within a defined maximum time, divided by
population living within a defined radius from the place of departure

• Parameters:
• 30 min. travel time compared to 7.5 km radius
• 45 min. travel time compared to 11.25 km radius
OpenTripPlanner

Accessibility, proximity and transport performance

Greater Manchester urban centre (part)

Drawing up city profiles

• Synthesis of all metrics
• Taking into account spatial distribution of
employment and of daytime population where
possible
• Output: city factsheets, map viewer and report
• Consistent with the EC - ITF – OECD urban
accessibility framework

Draft map viewer content!

Conclusion

• Europe-wide SDG 11.2.1 indicator results, showing
the relevance of additional indicators
• Indicators highlight various strengths and
weaknesses of urban transport systems
• Method can be quite easily extended, when extra
data become available, such as:
• Categories of population, employment…
• More complete and standardised timetables
• … and it is applicable outside Europe as well
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